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Limiting rst order realizability interpretation
Masahiro Nakata and Susumu Hayashi

Abstract.

Constructive Mathematics might be regarded as a fragment of classical mathematics in which any proof of existence theorem is equipped with a computable function
giving the solution of the theorem. Limit Computable Mathematics (LCM) considered in this short note is a fragment of classical mathematics in which any proof of
existence theorem is equipped with a function computing the solution of the theorem
in the limit.
Computation in the limit, or more formally, limiting recursive function, is a central
notion of learning theory by Gold and Putnam [7, 19, 16]. We will show that a
realizability interpretation via limiting recursive functions is a natural modeling of
LCM for rst order arithmetic.
We will point out this will enable automatic extraction of limit-algorithms from
some classical proofs of well-known trans nite theorems, e.g., Hilbert's original proof
of his famous nite basis theorem, once blamed as \theology" by P. Gordan.

1 Introduction. Formal proofs are used for veri cation of computer systems. Proof
checkers decide if formalized proofs are correct or not. But formal methods via proof
checkers do not detect errors in formalizations itself. However, most serious errors often
reside in formalization itself, e.g., formal de nitions, assumptions, and conclusions (goals).
One of authors proposed a method proof animation to solve this problem [11]. It is
well-known that Curry-Howard isomorphism can be used to extract correct programs from
checked formal proofs. In proof animation, we use Curry-Howard isomorphism in a reverse
way. A program is extracted from an incomplete proof under development. We test it
just as in conventional programming. If the program has a bug or unexpected output,
something is wrong with the proof. Note that such a bug may be found even if a proof
is correctly checked, since formalized de nitions and propositions in the proof may not
properly represent intuitions that ought to be formalized.
The realization of proof animation needs methods of extracting a program from a given
formal proof. To nd mistakes in the proof, it is indispensable that we can analyze the
extracted program easily, and the extracted program re ect the structure of the original
proof, since we nd mistakes in the proof through bugs in the program.
We call a method extracting algorithmic contents accountable, if it meets the following
two criteria:
1. computational contents (programs) associated to proofs are legible,
2. association between proofs and programs is legible.
The notion of accountability is de ned also for direct proof execution methods like cutelimination, but we do not discuss it here.
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It is known that realizability interpretations can be accountable for constructive proofs,
e.g., [9]. However, among many methods extracting algorithmic contents from classical
proofs, none is accountable. It is dicult to imagine that we can intuitively grasp a computational contents of all classical proofs, e.g., it is very plausible that so-called Banach-Tarski
paradox contains no computational content.
This makes proof animation of classical proofs dicult. However, many proofs for
practical or concrete mathematics do not seem use full classical logic and seem to have some
computational contents. Thus, we consider not all of classical principles but its fragment
with weak classical principles for which accountable algorithm extraction is possible.
Surprisingly, the computational learning theory gives such a fragment. Gold [7, 8] modelized the learning processes of machines by the notion of limit recursive functions. Suppose
a computable agent g is guessing a right solution of a problem on the discrete time line
t = 1; 2; 3;    . Its guess at the time t is g(t). Learning a solution s means that eventually,
it reached to a right answer g(t0 ) at a time t0 , and it will never change its mind afterwards.
In this way, it can learn even consistency problem of ZFC. It guesses ZFC is consistent at
t = 0. It continues to check all of proofs of ZFC, if it founds inconsistent proof at time t0 ,
it learns ZFC is inconsistent. If ZFC is consistent, it means that the agent had learned the
consistency at the time t = 0.
In the standard interpretation of constructive mathematics, \existence" means \construction" or \computation". We replace this by \learning" in the sense above or \computation in the limit". Then a new fragment of classical logic is born. It corresponds to 02
in the hierarchy of the recursion theory, where the constructive or recursive mathematics
corresponds to 01 .
We call such a fragment Limit-Constructive Mathematics (LCM). We will introduced
some weak classical principles corresponding to learning processes and a formal theory of
rst order arithmetic with such principles. We will give a generalized realizability interpretation for the system. It shows that not only 02 -mathematics but 0n -mathematics for
any n is possible. However, we do not know any signi cance for such mathematics beyond
n = 2 yet. So we will restrict ourselves here to the case of n = 2.
It seems that many mathematical proofs known to be trans nite belong to the realm
of LCM. As an example, we will point out that a formulation of Hilbert's basis theorem is
formalizable in our rst order arithmetic of LCM.

2 BRFT (Basic Recursive Function Theory). In this section, we de ne the set of

functions BRFT. This notion was introduced as a generalization of the system of partial
recursive functions by Wagner [24] and Strong [23]. We will use BRFT as a generalized
system of computation including both of the system of partial recursive functions and the
system of limiting partial recursive functions.
Let A be a set with at least two elements, and F be a set of partial functions on A. For
every n  0, Fn is a subset of F which consists of all n-ary functions in F Then we call F
Basic Recursive Function Theory (BRFT) if F satis es following axioms [23, 24].
1. F contains the constant function Cxn (y1 ;    ; yn ) ' x, for every x 2 A, and the
projection function Unm (x1 ;    ; xm ) ' xn , for every 1  n  m.
2. 9 2 F4 : 8abcx 2 A: (a; b; c; x) '



b  x = a .
c  x =
6 a

3. F is closed under composition.
4. 8m > 0: 9m 2 Fm+1 : Fm = fx1    xm :m (x; x1 ;    ; xm )jx 2 Ag.
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5. For every m; n > 0 there is Snm 2 Fm+1 such that, for any x; x1 ;    ; xm , y1 ;    ; yn 2
A,
(a)
(b)

Snm (x; x1 ;    ; xm ) is de ned, and
n (Snm (x; x1 ;    ; xm ); y1 ;    ; yn ) ' m+n (x; x1 ;    ; xm ; y1 ;    ; yn ).

We used the equality '. The usage of this equality is as the one of Logic of Partial
Terms (LPT) in [3, 9]. The readers unfamiliar with LPT may think it the abbreviation
used in the ordinary recursion theory.
By the axiom 4, any BRFT F has an m + 1-ary function m enumerating all m-ary
functions in Fm . By the axiom 5 Snm is S-m-n function for such enumeration function.
If the domain A of BRFT is the set of natural numbers denoted as N , F is called !BRFT. We de ne PRF as a set of all partial recursive functions. Every !-BRFT F with
successor function contains PRF, since following recursion theorem holds for !-BRFT.

Theorem 1 (Recursion theorem) For f 2 Fn+1 , there is an natural number e such that
n (e; x1 ;    ; xn ) ' f (x1 ;    ; xn ; e).
We will use !-BRFT with successor function as the basic notion of our generalized
\computation" in this paper.

3 Realizability interpretation via BRFT. In this section, we will give realizability
interpretation for Heyting Arithmetic HA. It is the essentially the same as the original
realizability interpretation by Kleene [17] except that we use !-BRFT to interpret HA
instead of the partial recursive functions PRF.
In the following, we x a !-BRFT with successor function. We will denote it by F .
For the !-BRFT F , we use the notation fxg(y) instead of 1 (x; y) which is a function
enumerating every elements of F2 . If an index of f (y1 ;    ; ym ; x) in Fm+1 is an natural
number e, x:f (y1 ;    ; ym; x) is de ned as S1m (e; y1 ;    ; ym ). Then following equations
holds.

fx:f (y1;    ; ym; x)g(z ) ' 1 (S1m (e; y1 ;    ; ym); z )
' m+1 (e; y1 ;    ; ym ; z )
' f (y1 ;    ; ym ; z ):
Moreover, we use two abbreviations as follows

feg(x1 ; x2 ;    ; xn ) = f   ffeg(x1 )g(x2 )    g(xn )
x1 x2    xn :f (x1 ;    ; xn ) = x1 :(x2 :(   xn :f (x1 ;    ; xn )    ))
The notation of conditional if a = b then c else d is an abbreviation of f (a; b; z:c; z:d)g(0),
where z is a variable not occurring in c or d, either. We need this instead of , since is
\call-by-value" function. (See, e.g., [3]).
And we use p0 and p1 as projection functions of the pairing function p. these p0 ; p1
and p can be de ned in F .
For each arithmetical formula A and a fresh variable a which represents a natural number, we de ne a new formula a r A which is called \a realizes A" or \a is a realizer of
A". It's essentially the same as Kleene's original realizability interpretation except that the
partial recursive functions are replaced by arbitrary omega-BRFT.
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(1) a r s = t  s = t
(2) a r A ^ B  (p0 (a) r A) ^ (p1 (a) r B )
(3) a r A _ B  (p0 (a) = 0 ! p1 (a) r A) ^ (p0 (a) 6= 0 ! p1 (a) r B )
(4) a r A ! B  8b(b r A ! fag(b) r B )
(5) a r 8xA(x)  8x(fag(x) r A(x))
(6) a r 9xA(x)  p1 (a) r A(p0 (a))
For this interpretation, the soundness theorem holds.

Theorem 2 (Soundness for HA) Let F be !-BRFT with a successor function. Assume
that HA ` A and FV (A) = fu1;    ; ung. Then there is an n-ary partial
function f 2 Fn
such that f (~u) 2 N and F j= f (~u) r A(~u) for any ~u = u1 ;    ; un 2 N n .
Proof. This is proved by induction on the construction of the proof of A just as for the

ordinary Kleene-realizability. To help readers unfamiliar with such a proof and also to
show some subtle points caused by the generalization, e.g. usage of conditional form and
recursion theory, we will show some cases of proofs.
The realizers of axioms on ^ and _ are given as follows. Note that we use if-then-else
notation for the last case. The conditional function is not good enough for it.
ab:p(a; b) r A ! B ! A ^ B , a:p0 (a) r A ^ B ! A,
a:p1 (a) r A ^ B ! B , a:p(0; a) r A ! A _ B , a:p(1; a) r B ! A _ B ,
abc: if p0 (c) = 0 then fag(p1 (c)) else fbg(p1(c)) r (A ! C ) ! (B ! C ) ! (A _ B ! C )
A realizer of induction scheme is given as follows. Let n r A(0)^8x(A(x) ! A(Sx)), then
p0(n) r A(0) and 8xa[a r A(x) ! fp1(n)g(x; a) r A(Sx)] holds. So by the recursion theorem
there is a partial function  2 F such that (n; 0) ' p0 (n), (n; Sx) ' fp1(n)g(x; (n; x)).
Hence x:(n; x) r 8xA(x) holds.
We consider a 8-introduction rule. Assume n r 8uy[C (u) ! A(u; y)] holds. If m r C (u)
holds, then y:fng(u; y; m) r 8xA(u; x) holds. Hence umy:fng(u; y; m) r 8u[C (u) !
8xA(u; x)] holds.
The other cases are proved similarly. 2
4 Limit-Computable Mathematics In this section, we give a foundation of realizability interpretation of semi classical system by introducing a \limit" operator on !-BRFT's.
The limit-operator of BRFT is obtained by considering partial functions de ned by limitprocesses by functions of given !-BRFT. The limit-realizability will derives a natural fragment of classical logic in which only weak \trans nite" principles are allowed. We will de ne
a formal arithmetic of such a fragment. Every computable functions of such a restricted
classical arithmetic is a limiting recursive function. Thus we can use it as a foundation of
proof animation as we will discuss below.
To begin with, we will show a typical example of such a limit-process. We will consider
the following non-constructive theorem.
Proposition 1 If f is a computable function on natural numbers, f has a minimum value,
that is, 9x8y:f (x)  f (y) holds.
Proof. We construct a function F as follows.

F (0) = f (0);
F (t + 1) =



F (t)
if F (t)  f (t + 1);
f (t + 1) if F (t) > f (t + 1) :
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It de nes a decreasing sequence

F (0)  F (1)  F (2)     :
By well-roundedness of natural numbers, there exists a natural number k such that 8l 
k:F (l) = F (k). Hence 8y:F (k)  f (y) holds because F is a descending function. 2
Note that the sequence F (0); F (1); F (2);    represents a history of an agent guessing the
minimum value of f . First, it guesses f (0) would be the minimum value. If it encounters
with a smaller value f (i), it changes mind and guesses f (i) is the minimum value. It

continues to guess in the same way and never stop to guess. Since the numbers guessed are
decreasing, it eventually guesses the right answer. After then, it will never change its mind,
since it has already learned the right answer. However, it does not know when it learned
the right answer.
In the words of computational learning theory, the minimum value is learned by the
guessing function F . Since the right answer is obtained in nite time, we may think the
sequence \computes" the answer in the limit. Practical computing in engineering and
experimental mathematics seem to tend to be done in this way. This issue will be discussed
elsewhere [12].
At least for proof animation, this \computation" would be enough, since our objective
is not computation of solutions that proofs guarantees, but nding bugs in proofs. In
programming, some bugs cause in nite looping and no output. This situation resembles
computation in the limit. Situations are normally much worse than computation in the
limit, since such an in nite computation caused by bugs are often just chaotic and does not
converge in the limit. Nevertheless, we can locate bugs by observing such \chaotic' in nite
computation through debuggers. Since the aim of proof animation is debugging proofs and
our in nite computations are converging, it is not unnatural to regard the computation in
the limit is a sort of \computation."
4.1 Limiting BRFT In these subsection, we will show that the notion of \computation
in the limit" gives a good notion of \computation" by showing that the systems of partial
functions de ned by \limiting" of the functions of a !-BRFT with successor function, is
again a !-BRFT with successor function. Let F = [n Fn be an !-BRFT. For an element f
of Fn + 1, we de ne a partial function limt f (x1 ;    ; xn ; t) as
lim
f (x1 ;    ; xn ; t) ' y () 9a8b  a:f (x1 ;    ; xn ; b) ' y:
t
The function f is called a guessing (partial) function of limt f (x1 ;    ; xn ; t).
Next we construct a set Lim(F ) from given BRFT F = [n Fn using limiting-operation.

Lim(F )n = flim
f (x1 ;    ; xn ; t)jf 2 Fn+1 g
t
Lim(F ) = [nLim(F )n
Then Lim(F ) is a BRFT.
Theorem 3 If F is an !-BRFT, so is Lim(F ). 2
0
Indeed, constant functions C 0 nx , projection functions U 0 m
n and case function of Lim(F )
are de ned as follows.

C 0 nx (y1 ;    ; yn ) ' lim
U 2 (C n (y ;    ; yn); t);
t 1 x 1
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U 0 mn (x1 ;    ; xm ) ' lim
U 2 (U m (x ;    ; xm ); t);
t 1 n 1
0 (a; b; c; x) ' lim U 2 ( (a; b; c; x); t):
t 1

Next we assume that

F (x; t); g(x) ' lim
G(x; t):
f (x) ' lim
t
t
Then the guessing function of f (g(x)) is given as
(G(x; t); F (G(x; t); t); G(x; t); G(x; t + 1));
Because we assume f (g(x)) ' y, then there exists an natural number s 2 N such that
G(x; t) ' G(x; t + 1) and F (G(x; t); t) ' y for all t  s. hence we have an equation
limt (G(x; t); F (G(x; t); t); G(x; t); G(x; t + 1)) ' y.
Conversely we assume that limt (G(x; t); F (G(x; t); t); G(x; t); G(x; t + 1)) ' y. If it
holds that for any natural number s 2 N there exists t  s such that G(x; t) 6' G(x; t),
then (G(x; t); F (G(x; t); t); G(x; t); G(x; t + 1)) take a value G(x; t) for such t and it does
not have a limit. Hence there exists s 2 N such that G(x; t) ' G(x; t + 1) for all t  s, and
we can check f (g(x)) ' y.
The enumeration function 0n 2 Lim(F )n+1 can be de ned by
0n (e; x1 ;    ; xn ) = lim
t n+1 (e; x1 ;    ; xn ; t);
because, for any f 2 Lim(F )n there exists g 2 Fn+1 and e 2 N such that

f (x1 ;    ; xn ) ' lim
g(x1 ;    ; xn ; t) ' lim
 (e; x1 ;    ; xn ; t):
t
t n+1

Furthermore we can de ne the S-m-n function S 0 m
n for Lim(F ) as

S 0 mn (e; x1 ;    ; xm ) = lim
U 2 (S m (e; x1 ;    ; xm ); t);
t 1 n+1

then we have

'
'
'
'

0n (S 0 m
n (e; x1 ;    ; xm ); y1 ;    ; yn )
lim

(lim U 2 (S m (e; x1 ;    ; xm ); s); y1 ;    ; yn; t)
t n+1 s 1 n+1
m
lim
t n+1 (Sn+1 (e; x1 ;    ; xm ); y1 ;    ; yn ; t)
lim

(e; x1 ;    ; xm ; y1 ;    ; yn ; t)
t m+n+1
0
m+n (e; x1 ;    ; xm ; y1 ;    ; yn ):

Lim(F ) is called the limiting BRFT of F . BRFT Lim(F ) contains F , because we have
an equation f (~x) ' limt U12 (f (~x); t) for every element f of !-BRFT F , In the following, we
use the notations n and Snm for the enumeration function and S-m-n function of limiting
BRFT respectively.
Note that a guessing function f is a partial function in general, since BRFT is a system
of partial functions. Gold [7] has shown that if limt f (x1 ;    ; xn ; t) is total and f is a partial
recursive function, then there is a total recursive function f 0 so that limt f (x1 ;    ; xn ; t) =
limt f 0 (x1 ;    ; xn ; t).
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However, if limt f (x1 ;    ; xn ; t) is partial, this does not hold. Let Wn be the recursive
enumerable set with the index n (the domain of the partial recursive function fng(x)). Then,
it is known that the set Cof = fnjWn is co niteg is a complete 03 set (see Proposition
X.9.11, [18]). De ne a partial recursive function  by

t 2 Wn
 (t; n) ' 1unde ned
otherwise
Then, Cof conincides with the domain of limt  (t; n). However, the domain of any partial
function which is de ned as limt f (t; n) for a total recursive f is 02 by the de nition of the
limit.
It seems a folklore of learning theory. The counterexample presented above is due to
T. Yamazaki. It will be noteworthy that there are some cases in which limits of partial
recursive functions are useful in learning theory [5].
On the other hand, we do not know if we can take a total function f 0 of F for every total
function de ned as limt f (x1 ;    ; xn ; t) for a partial function of any !-BRFT F . Gold's
proof is applicable only to the recursive functions. Although this does not cause any serious
problem for us, it must be an interesting theoretical problem.
Note that we need limits of partial recursive functions, since Kleene's realizability interpretation is based on partial functions. However, there are notions of realizability with
total higher order functions such as modi ed realizability. We can built such a theory over
our work with partial functions, however, it is known yet if we can do \limiting" of total
higher order functions not through partial functions.
4.2 Weak classical principles and a formal system of LCM. In this subsection, we
will introduce some weak classical principles and show they are realized by limiting BRFT.
To give motivation for such weak classical principles, we will characterize limiting recursive
functions by recursion theoretic hierarchy.
Recall that PRF is the system of all partial recursive functions. An element of Lim(PRF)
is called a limiting partial recursive function following Gold [7, 8].
Characterizations of the limiting (total) recursive functions by the arithmetical hierarchy
of recursion theory are given by the following theorems.
Theorem 4 (Limit lemma [18, 22]) A set of natural numbers is a 02-set if and only
if its characteristic function is a limiting recursive function. In general, a set of natural numbers is a 0n+1 -set if and only if its characteristic function is de ned in the form
limt1 limt2    limtn f (t1 ; t2 ;    ; tn ; x), where f is a recursive function.

Theorem 5 A total function f is limiting recursive function if and only if its graph G(f )

is a 02 -set.

Proof. (=)) Using the guessing function g(x; t) of f (x), the characteristic function F (x; y)
of G(f ) is de ned as limt (g(x; t); 0; 1; y). ((=) By limiting lemma, There is a limit-

ing recursive function limt g(x; y; t) which is the characteristic function of G(f ). Because
f (x) = y if and only if limt g(x; y; t) = 0, f (x) is written by minimum value x such that
limt g(x; y; t) = 0 holds. Limiting recursive functions are closed under minimalization,
hence f (x) is limiting recursive. 2
These characterizations suggest that limiting BRFT interprets the law of the excluded
middle restricted to 02 -formula. In the rest of this section, we will show this speculation is
correct.
First, we will introduce some weak classical principles for LCM. We consider Law of
Excluded Middle restricted to some classes of functions. We will consider Double Negation
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Elimination restricted to some classes of functions as well. In the below, LEM stands Law
of Excluded Middle and DNE stands for Double Negation Elimination.
A 0n -formula is a formula of the form 8x19xn    Qxn :A, where A is a formula for a
recursive relation. Similarly 0n -formula is de ned.
 0n -LEM is A _ :A for 0n -formula A. 0n -LEM is de ned similarly.
 0n -LEM is 8~x:(A $ B ) =) A _ :A, where ~x is the sequence of all free variable of
A and B , and A is a 0n -formula and B is a 0n -formula
 0n -DNE is ::A =) A for 0n -formula A.
Here, we restrict ourselves to n = 1; 2 cases. 0n -DNE and 0n -DNE are de ned similarly,
but they are equivalent to 0n;1 -DNE in constructive logic.
The logical relations of these weak classical principles in Hetying arithmetic are illustrated by the following theorem.
Theorem 6 In the gure 1, the arrows ! are provable in HA, and the dashed arrows !j
are unprovable in HA. Note that for each axioms in the diagram, f and g are recursive
functions.

- 01 -DNE :
::9x:f (x) = 0 ! 9x:f (x) = 0
1



6




0
1 -LEM :
?
)
9x:f (x) = 0 _ :9x:f (x) = 0 
6
02 -LEM :
9x8y:f (x; y) = 0 $ 8x9y:g(x; y) = 0 HH
YHHHH
! 9x8y:f (x; y) = 0 _ 9x8y:g(x; y) 6= 0 H
HHHHHj
6
0
2 -LEM :
?
* - 02 -DNE :
8x9y:f (x; y) = 0 _ :8x9y:f (x; y) = 0 
::9x8y:f (x; y) = 0 ! 9x8y:f (x; y) = 0
01 -LEM :
8x:f (x) = 0 _ :8x:f (x) = 0 

*

Figure 1: the hierarchy
We conjecture that 02 -LEM is not derivable from 01 -LEM. However, this is still an
open problem. The details of the proof and generalization and re nement of the theorem
will be published elsewhere with applications to \reverse mathematics of constructivity".
The hierarchy will be enriched by various variants of the restricted law of excluded middle.
The unprovability results of the arrows with  are proved by U. Kohlenbach by means of
his monotone modi ed realizability interpretation.
The strongest among the principles of the diagram above are 02 -LEM and 02 -DNE.
Since the former is not realizable by our limit-realizability, the latter is the strongest in our
LCM weak classical principles.
On these considerations, we now introduce the semi classical system HAL (HA with
Limits) by adding 02 -DNE to HA. Fix a limiting !-BRFT Lim(F ) with successor function,
and realizability interpretation for HAL is the same as that of HA, but function fag(b)
and x:f (x; ~y) is de ned using n and Snm in Lim(F ) in the same way as the case of HA.
Then the soundness theorem holds for the system HAL.
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Theorem 7 (Soundness for HAL) Let F be an !-BRFT with successor function. If
HAL ` A and FV (A) = fu1;    ; ung, then there is an n-ary limiting partial function f 2
Lim
(F )n such that f (~u) 2 N and Lim(F ) j= f (~u) r A(~u) hold for every ~u = u1 ;    ; un 2
n
N .

Proof. Except for new axiom 02-DNE, we can prove in the same way as for HA.
(02-DNE) a r ::9x8y:f (x; y) = 0 then we can easily check that 9x8y:f (x; y) = 0

holds by the de nition.
In order to nd a value of x such that 8y:f (x; y) = 0, we check the value of f (0; y) in
order of integer y until we have a value y such that f (0; y) = 1. If there is not such a value
y then we obtain a value 0 as x. Otherwise there is a value y such that f (0; y) = 1, we
check the value of f (1; y) until we have a value y such that f (1; y) = 1. If there is not such
a value y then we obtain a value 1 as x. By iterating this procedure, we will have a value
of x in the limit.
Giving a realizer of 02 -DNE, we de ne the following functions.

 (0) = p(0; 0);

p(p0 ((n)); p1 ((n)) + 1)    f (p0((n)); p1 ((n))) = 0
p(p0 ((n)) + 1; 0)
   f (p0 ( (n)); p1 ( (n))) 6= 0
Then a:p(limt p0 ( (t)); y:0) r 02 -DNE. 2
 (n + 1) =

Corollary 1 (program extraction) If HAL ` 9y:A and let x1 ,   , xn be the free variables of 9y:A. Then there is an n-ary limiting recursive function f such that
HAL ` A[f (x1 ;    ; xn)=y]
holds. Furthermore, if A is a recursive formula, then f can be recursive.

For simplicity, we consider the case A has no free variable except x; y. To prove the
rst part of this corollary, we need q-realizability, c.f. [3]. It will be obvious that how
limit-q-realizability is de ned and the soundness theorem holds for HAL. The de nition
of q-realizability is essentially the same as the one of Kleene, but only the computation
system is replaced by a limiting BRFT Lim(F ). By the soundness theorem, we can prove
the existence of f 2 Lim(F ) such that Lim(F ) j= 8x:A[f (x)=y]. Note that f is a limiting
partial function but not a limiting total function. Taking PRF as the base BRFT F , we
may conclude f is a limiting total function, since f is total [7]. Note that this arguments
are informal. By formalizing the entire proof above, the rst half of the corollary is proved.
For the second half, we assume A is recursive. Let f be the function which is obtained
by the rst half of the corollary. Let f (x) = limt g(x; t), where g is recursive. Then we may
de ne a new recursive f by

f (x) = g(min
A[g(x; t)=y]; x):
t
Again by formalizing this, we obtain the second half of the corollary.

4.3 A composition problem. The de nition of composition of elements of Lim(F )

was not straightforward. In the de nition of the composition, we cannot de ne the function
F (G(x; t); t) as the guessing function of f (g(x)), since it is possible that f (g(x)) is unde ned
but limt F (G(x; t); t) is de ned for some x 2 N . For example, If we de ne F (x; t) ' C12 (x; t)
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and G(x; t) ' x  t, f (g(x)) is unde ned since g(x) ' limt x  t is unde ned. But the following
equations holds.
lim
F (G(x; t); t) ' lim
C 2 (x  t; t) ' lim
1 ' 1:
t
t 1
t

Thus we had to de ne the guessing function of composition of Lim(F ) by means of the
conditional. However, this cause a problem for limit-program extraction. Compositions are
used everywhere in the soundness theorem of realizability. Thus, if we construct a realizer
after the procedure of the soundness proof, annoying number of conditionals will appear in
realizers. It is not known if composition of limit partial function can be de ned in a simpler
way. However, there are practical solutions for this problem.
Let de ne a relation f  g by the condition that g(x) is de ned and g(x) ' y, whenever
f (x) is de ned and f (x) = y. By replacing axiom 3 of the BRFT with the following axiom
3':
30 : f; g 2 F =) 9h: f  g  h;
we obtain a new notion of computational system. We will call such a system semi-BRFT.
If F is a semi-!-BRFT, then so is Lim(F ). In this case, the composition can be de ned
straightforwardly by adopting F (G(x; t); t) as the guessing function of f (g(x)) . Furthermore, it is easy to see the soundness theorem of the realizability holds for this notion of
semi-BRFT as well.
We may argue in another way. Suppose that we have a realizer r for a proposition
P . By replacing the composition for BRFT de ned above by the simpler composition for
semi-BRFT, we have a simpli ed realizer r0 . It is obvious that r  r0 holds. Since r is a
realizer of a proposition, it is de ned over expected input domains. For example, assume P
has the form 8x:9y:A(x; y). Then r is a function y = r(x) computing a value for y from x.
It is obvious that r(x)  r0 (x) holds as well by the de nition of r0 . Thus r(x) = r0 (x) holds
for all x. Thus, we may use simpler r0 instead of r.
In the rest of the paper, we will consider realizers in this semi-BRFT or in the simpli ed
manner. Thus, composition of limt f (y; t) and y = limt g(x; t) would be limt f (g(x; t); t).
4.4 An example of extraction. Here we consider the law of excluded middle restricted
to 01 -formulas
01 ; LEM 9x:f (x) = 0 _ :9x:f (x) = 0
and extract a realizer from following proof of 01 -LEM. in HAL.
Let (x; a) be a characteristic function of f (x) = 0 _ f (a) 6= 0, ::9x8a:(x; y) = 0 is
provable in HA. thus by use of (02 -DNE) we have p(limt p0 ( (t)); x:0) as a realizer of
9x:8a:f (x) = 0 _ f (a) 6= 0 where a function  is de ned by
 (0) = p(0; 0);
p(p0((n)); p1 ((n)) + 1)    (p0((n)); p1 ((n))) = 0 :
 (n + 1) =
p(p0((n)) + 1; 0)
   (p0 ( (n)); p1 ( (n))) 6= 0
Moreover 8xa((x; a) = 0 ! f (x) = 0 _ f (a) 6= 0) and 8x(f (x) = 0 _ f (x) 6= 0) are provable
in HA, we can deduce 01 -LEM from these formulas and previous formula 9x:8a:f (x) =
0 _ f (a) 6= 0.
Let h and e be realizers of 8xa((x; a) = 0 ! f (x) = 0 _ f (a) 6= 0) and 8x(f (x) =
0 _ f (x) 6= 0) respectively. Then using a notion of pseudo BRFT, a realizer of 01 -LEM is
given by
lim
( f (p0 ( (t))); p(0; A(p0 ( (t)))); p(1; B (p0 ( (t)))); 0 )
t
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where

A(n) = p(n; p1 (feg(n)));
B (n) = d:fp1 (fhg(n; p1 (d); 0))g(p1 (d)):
This realizer means a following computation. For t = 0; 1; 2;    we check whether
f (p0 ( (t))) = 0 holds or not. Until we have such t, we strengthen the belief that :9xf (x) =
0 holds at each step t. If we have such t, then it convinces us that 9x:f (x) = 0 and
f (p0 ( (s))) = 0 holds for s  t.

5 A case study - Hilbert's nite basis theorem. Hilbert proved that any system

of invariants are \ nitely generated." The solution was called as \theology" by P. Gordan
by the trans nite nature of Hilbert's proof. The problem of nite full invariant systems
was originally posed by Cayley and proved for the two variables case by P. Gordan. The
problem was a long-standing open problem of 19th century algebra. Gordan proved it by
giving an elaborated algorithm (see [20]). About twenty years later, Hilbert [13] used his
famous nite basis theorem to solve the problem for the general case.
The nite basis theorem reads \any ideal H of n-ary homogeneous polynomials is nitely
generated." The statement of Hilbert's original nite basis theorem, which he called \general niteness theorem" in [15], was a little bit di erent from the contemporary counterpart.
The following is from the English translation of Hilbert's 1890 paper [14].
Theorem 8 If an in nite sequence of forms in the n variables x1 , x2, : : : , xn is given, say
F1 , F2 , F3 , : : : , then there is always an number m such that every form in the sequence can
be expressed as
F = A1 F1 + A2 F2 +    + Am Fm ;
where A1 , A2 , : : : , Am are appropriate forms in the same n variables.
If we restrict the coecients of the forms (homogeneous polynomials) to rational numbers,
theory of forms and invariants are formalizable in HA. Note that we may assume forms of
given n variables are coded by natural numbers, say hn (i) for the i-th form of n variables.
By adding a free function variable f to HAL, we de ne its extension HAL(f ). We regard
f a \recursive" function. For example, ::9x:8y:A =) 9x:8y:A is a 02 -DNE, if A is a
recursive predicate in f . Since the systems of the partial recursive functions in a given f is
an !-BRFT with the successor function, we may interpret HAL(f ) by Lim(PRF(f )). By
means of the coding h and the free variable f , we may formalize the theorem above as in
the form:

9m:8x:9a1 ;    ; 9am :h(f (x)) = h(a1 )h(f (a1 )) + h(a2 )h(f (a2 )) +    + h(am )h(f (am ));
Hilbert proved this theorem by mathematical induction on n. For n = 1, he argued
almost the same as our proof of Theorem 1. We cite from an English translation of the
original proof p.144, [14].
In the simplest case n = 1 every form in the given sequence consists r of only
a single term of the form cxr , where c denotes a constant. Let c1 xr1 be the rst
form in the given sequence whose coecient is : = O. We now look for the next
form in the sequence whose degree is < r1 ; let this form be c2 xr2 . We now look
for the next form in the sequence whose degree is < r2 ; let this form be c2 xr3 .
Continuing in this way, after at at most r1 steps, we come to a form Fm of the
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given sequence which is followed by no form of lower order. Since every form
in the sequence is divisible by this form Fm , m is a number with the property
required by our theorem.
He gave a slightly di erent proof in [15], which is even closer to our argument in Theorem
1. The arguments of these proofs can be formalized in HAL(f ). Note that Hilbert uses 01 LEM repeatedly, e.g, 8i:ci = 0 _ 9i:ci 6= 0. By this LEM, we may assume that r1 exists. By
Sigma01-LEM and mathematical induction on r1 , we can prove that Fm exists. Although we
do not give the details, it is clear that this proof is formalizable in HAL(f ). Hilbert proved
the induction step of the theorem, by similar argument. (He proved n = 2 case, separately.
It is also formalizable in HAL(f ).) Thus, we can extract a function \computing" m which
is a limiting-recursive function in f .
Note that we can decide if a form F belongs to the ideal (A1 ; A2 ;    ; An ) by means of
Grobner basis or some other methods. Thus, we may think that

9a1 ;    ; 9am :h(f (x)) = h(a1 )h(f (a1 )) + h(a2 )h(f (a2 )) +    + h(am )h(f (am ))
is a recursive predicate. Then Hilbert's theorem is a 02 -formula (03 -proposition). Thus, if
the theorem is proved classically, then by 02 -LEM, it is proved in HAL(f ). However, our
concern is not provability, but how they are proved, since Proof Animation is a means to
understand proofs through algorithms associated to proofs. Furthermore, the standard way
to explain Buchberger algorithm computing Grobner basis uses Hilbert nite basis theorem
or alike. Thus, using Grobner basis in the proof of Hilbert's nite basis theorem is a sort
of vicious circle or redundant.

6 Related works. Berardi and Baratella gave an interpretation of full classical logic [1].

Their interpretation was not fully accountable but its analysis provided legible algorithms
for some cases. The typical one was the minimum value theorem of every number theoretic
functions. This example was our \guiding example" through the investigation, and our
proof of Theorem 1 is a variant of Berardi's proof.
Berardi's interpretation was based on a game theoretic interpretation of classical proofs
by Coqaund [6, 2]. Although our work was done independently, it should be noted that a
relationship of Coquand's game semantics to learning theory had been pointed out in [2].
There are some resemblances between Coquand's game theoretic interpretation and our
limiting-realizability interpretation. It is desirable to nd the exact relationship between
these two.
It would be noteworthy that there are some works on LPT \Limited Principles of Omniscience." Its formulation is the same as 01 -LEM. However, LPT is normally used with
countable axiom of choice. LPO was originally coined by Bishop and in his constructive
analysis countable choice was used freely. However, under the presence of countable choice,
01 -LEM derives 0n -LEM for every n. Since our point was to regard limit-recursive functions as a kind of computable functions, LPO in this sense will not t to our aim.

7 Future works. LCM will be not only useful for proof animation but also is expected to

give new insights relating logic to various elds of mathematical sciences. For example, some
relations to computable analysis have been found. Having the hierarchy of weak classical
principles up to 02 -LEM, it is natural to expect \reverse mathematics of computational
constructivity." Relations to mathematical aspects of learning theory and recursion theory
must be investigated. These and other possible directions together some metamathematical
analysis of LCM will appear elsewhere [12]. Here we will focus on some directions directly
related to the materials in this paper.
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The limit-algorithm extraction described in this paper is not really accountable. For
example, by the composition construction, the nested limits limt f (lims g(a; s); t) are turned
into a single limit limt f (g(a; t); t). In a sense, two \local times" represented by s and t are
merged into a single time t.
It is doubtful that we can understand the computation of the former nested limits by
the merged limit. It will be as if trying to understand behavior of processes on a multi-task
OS by observing single sequentialized time slices of many processes. Thus, we need some
calculus of functions or processes in which limits are not merged into a single limit, but
are executed concurrently. It would be a simple concurrent system with \change of mind"
signal. There are some other practical or software engineering issues to be solved.
Upon such a calculus and technique, we are planning to build a proof animator based
on limit-realizability interpretation. A target of such a system will be Hilbert's invariant
theory. We have already started to investigate how invariant theory is formalized in Coq
system.
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